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here, but that certainly is involved here. We say Who would have believed, and

they say many nations are going to come to. Well, that certainly doesn't nan

everybody. So, who would have believed it. Well, nobody unless the Spirit

of God comes into their hearts and gives to them ar understanding. I feel t1 t

they are quite justified in coning to the nclusion that they t will be those

who don't believe, but I don't think that that is the main thought here, that they

are people who don't believe, but it is a thing that nobody will believe unless

the Holy Spirit enlightens them on it.
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" and they both have that same idea. Yes, and there is one thing to remember

about New Testament quotations. A R New Testament views the Old Testma&i

passage only hr-out-theproves that the thought tht the thought that the New

Testament has box is in the Old Testament passage, but it does not necessarily

exhae-ehe&u-exhaust it. There may be much mee-more than that , that is

involved in the particular matter under consideration. Yes, kScfx Mr. Holliday?

That is very interesting. They trasa1trans1ate the . Not our evangelization

--not ouriix joyous --of eeee-course it can be the thing tiat we cause others
But I am not sure that all the $,94es have it

to hear. Yes, Mr. Carisan. ". As the Old Testament reference is quoted
but this particular edition has the Old Testane nt reference quoted in the Old Testament
As-t~e4d Reference order. T t is very useful. I have a little.. . but

that is a very useful thing that has happened. Well, then , any further question

on that. Well, now, continuing then. We have only had about thwo- four-or xfive

verses of Hebrew a wekk, and one week we didn't have any. So, as ac I stressed

before , at the end of the g there has not been a great deal of .m.so-LwaxL.tc

be sure that everybody does it .1± It is not the thing that we are putting our
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